
7.1.10. Specific initiatives to address locational advantages 

For being in heart f the city, our cllege has taken different steps for the benefit our students like 

whenever a philotraphist , members of gverning bodies,

prfessionals etc visit vijayawada, the college honourarly invites them to give their spech and 

motivate our students with their experiences. Below are some of the examples listed.
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An invited talk “A ROAD TO EXCELL IN CAREER” by Sri J.V.Seshu madhava Rao , 

Former vice president, WIPRO,on 5-1-2016 It is a practice of our college to make use of the 

services of eminent personalities when they pay a visit to the city on their works. In this 

context Sri J.V.Seshu Madhava Rao, former Vice-President, WIPRO, was invited for a seminar 

“A ROAD TO EXCEL IN CAREER” in which B.Tech.students participated.
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APSSDC was alloted  

So many workshops and certification programmes are conducted in this skill develoment Center 

in which our students and students from 

conducted by APSSDC in which graduates from in and around the district participated. More 

than 55 companies took part in the 
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 to our PSCMRCET as it is centrally located and easily accessible. 

So many workshops and certification programmes are conducted in this skill develoment Center 

in which our students and students from other colleges also participated.

conducted by APSSDC in which graduates from in and around the district participated. More 

than 55 companies took part in the Jobmela. 
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techinical event conducted every year by  SCMECET,where the students  

re encouraged to exhibit  their innate potentiality.A large number of 

students attending the techncal fest is it self a testimony of the popularity of our JIGNASA. So 

many students express that the college is very accessible from any part of the city.
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A Mega Job Fair Week 

which graduates from in and around the district participated. Around 100 companies took part in 

the fair. 
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Mobile app development and campus recruitment training programme 

from 6.6.2016 to 21.6.2016 for our 2
nd

 , 3
rd

 and 4
th

 year B.Tech. students. 

Students from all   branches availed this programmes very effectively.
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Mobile app development and campus recruitment training programme was conducted by 
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and its suroundings are highly facilitated in giving mock tests fr JEE,EMCET in  our 

highly updated software labs college
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highly updated software labs college  
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As we are very near Durga temple, it is very common that traffic reaches its peak during 

Dusshera festival time. This becomes a problem to all our students and faculty as well. 

preamble of cnducting the study by the 

and challenges assoiated to the traffic during Dushera festival with the support of offcia

the Vijayawada traffic police.With this coordination  students and faculty of PSCMRCET,and 

philgrims as well can take the roads comfrtably and have pleasant day. 
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As the approachable roads are narrow , every day we confront traffic congestion.To solve this 

problem , our faculty members 

The scheduling of faculty members is superwised by respective Heads of the Departments.
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As our college is in a densely populated residential area, it is very common that people 

garbage in and around the campus. Our helping staff 

clean and green activity in the college.   
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During the rainy season , we come across the problem of flooded roadswhich 

troubles our students and faculty members. In order to overcome this problem, the 

college management provides free bus facility to our people by dropping them at 

safe places.  
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